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NIMBUS 320 COUPÉ - 2007

YEAR & SIZE
Year of build: 2007

Length: 9.5 m (31.2 ft)

Width: 3.2 m (10.5 ft)

Draft: 1 m (3.3 ft)

Weight: 3.2 ton

ENGINE
Volvo Penta D4-260

Fuel: Diesel

Only done around 500 hours

NAVIGATION
Raymarine C95 Chartplotter

Silva steering compass

iCOM IC-M411 VHF Radio

FACTS

Nimbus 320 Coupe 2007  - EU VAT PAID
Low Engine hours (500h) Quality yacht in Lagos, Portugal. 

EU VAT PAID.

Price set for fast sale, as current owner upgrading for larger 

yacht already. Perfect for day or overnight crusing och tra-

velling Canals of Europe.

This Nimbus 320 Coupé is manufactured in Sweden and 

well known for its uncompromised build quality. Nimbus 

history goes back to 1968 and have long traditions of ama-

zing build quality and designs that the famous designer Pelle 

P (Petterson) was involved in.
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DETAILED SPECS

This is THE YACHT that gives you smart functionality, com-

fort, safety and Scandinavian design, that tend to keep its 

value decades and always being a popular design no matter 

if you are in the colder Nordic climate or in the warmer and 

more dry southern climate.

Exceptional focus on hull design and build technics for all 

climates, but with Nimbus well known amazing internal 

wood finish to the innovative very practical layout providing 

natural light flodding the yacht making live aboard a true 

pleasure.

Every aspect of the Nimbus 320 Coupe has been thought 

through and really feels like a much larger yacht due to the 

smart design and is amazingly easy to navigate with the 

powerful D4-260 Volvo Penta Engine and very practical 

Bow thruster AND even a Stern Thruster making docking 

as easy as it can be, even having a rear camera making the 

driving areas as complete as you otherwise only experience 

in much larger yachts.

The Nimbus 320 Coupe comes with a large front cabin with 

nice storage and super comfortable V-berth, moved a bit 

further aft so bed is wider that on many other boats, giving 

the feeling of a conventional large double bed (that can even 

be separated to two single beds).

On the Portside you even find a perfect guest cabin and 

good fantastic area for storage.

Midship the large bathroom with Toilet and shower is loca-

ted. All in very modern and tasteful design. Of course with 

holding tank and served with water heater.

The salon with its large windows, nice curtains, and large 

slide doors to the aft cockpit area, provide that home feeling 

you only experience I more luxury boats. A very comforta-

ble couch with fabrics that is well taken care off and feels al-

most like new. Here you also have the Navigation area with 

steering and full control of all instruments and electrical 

installations. Super comfortable navigation area and with 

a large second seat facing forward, to have your partner or 

company enjoy the smooth ride doing up to 25 knots.

In the Salon you also have the very practical “kitchen/pentry 

area” with well designed storage for all you need for cooking 

and serving. Azzarro has a 2-burner gas stove and oven, 

nice door accessible fridge with a small freezer ideal for ice, 

a kitchen sink and countertop for preparation of food or 

drinks.

In the aft you have a nice sitting area with mountable table 

and chair that easy can be folded and stored when not 

used. The area is partly covered by the roof/top and can be 

completely closed and protected for wind and weather with 

the cockpit covers/tent. On the very back you have a nice 

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

Year of build: 2007

Length: 9.5 m (31.2 ft)

Width: 3.2 m (10.5 ft)

Draft: 1 m (3.3 ft)

Weight: 3.2 ton

ENGINE & THRUSTERS

Volvo Penta D4-260

Fuel: Diesel

Engine only done around 500 hours

Bow AND stern thrusters

NAVIGATION & ELECTRONICS

Raymarine C95 Chartplotter

Silva steering compass

iCOM IC-M411 VHF Radio

Rear camera

EXTERIOR 

Electric Windlass  with Stainless steel anchor

Holding tank

Windscreen demisters

Sea fire extinguisher system

Beautifull well maintained teak deck

Coachroof grabrails

Full cockpit canopy in blue

Wheelhouse window cover

Stainless steel boarding ladder and fender baskets

Windscreen wipers with screen wash

Removable cockpit table

Assorted warps and fenders

INTERIOR

Alpine stereo with multiple speakers

Original Nimbus kitchenware etc.

Nimbus branded crockery
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DETAILED SPECS
HEATING & SANITATION

Jabsco toilet

Pressurised hot and cold water

Ebersprächer diesel-fired warm air heating system with outlets 

to all cabins

DISCLAIMER

The company normally acts as broker for the vendor who unless 

otherwise stated is not selling in the course of a business. Whilst 

every care has been taken in the preparation of these particulars 

the correctness is not guaranteed and they are intended as a gui-

de only and do not constitute a part of any contract. A prospective 

buyer is strongly advised to check these particulars and where 

appropriate and at his own expense to employ a qualified marine 

surveyor to carry out a survey and/or to have an engine trial 

conducted which if conducted by us shall not imply any liability 

on our part.

platform, perfect when enjoying swimming or watersports – 

and practical when entering the boat.

She is powered by a powerful Volvo Penta D4-260 which 

means getting onto the plane will be effortless. Her solid, 

deep v-shaped hull will give stability without compromising 

performance which Nimbus boats are well known for.

This yacht is perfect as a cruiser on open waters but also 

ideal for the experience and enjoyment of nice small an-

chorages. The Nimbus 320 Coupe makes an excellent and 

versatile cruiser, easily handled, offer good economy across 

a wide range of cruising speeds.

For those travelling the channels in Europe – exploring the 

stunning European channels, wine areas in France and Ger-

many, or entering cities like Amsterdam or Paris – the boat 

type has proven itself due to all comfort for living onboard 

and safely take you where you want.


